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PREFACE

This document is the final report of a radio frequency (RF) coupling test on a
government owned BOEING 727-100 commercial aircraft. The objective of the
test was to measure the coupling, or penetration, of RF signals in a BOEING
727-100 for the frequency range of 1.0 MHz to 6.0 GHz. The RF field levels
generated inside the airplane during flight are probably not a health hazard with
respect to passengers and crew because exposure time to high intensiiy RF
fields is of short duration. However, this project has demonstrated that RF
energy can couple into aircraft compartments and onto electrical wiring. The
extent to which existing RF sources can impose unwanted electrical signals or
voltages on critical aircraft components, during a flyby, are shown in the report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document is the final report of a radio frequency (RF) coupling test on a
BOEING 727-100 commercial aircraft. The objective of the test was to measure
the coupling, or penetration, of RF signals in a BOEING 727-100 in the
frequency range of 1.0 MHz to 6.0 GHz. The project was conducted in six steps:

1. A literature search of related work was conducted. Sources used
were the aircraft manufacturers, U. S. Government, and the private sector.

2. A visual inspection was made of various types of aircraft built since
the 1950's. The objective was to note if upgrades, made to the aircraft since
they were manufactured, included equipment inherently soft with respect to RF,
such as microprocessors or other subsystems.

3. Subsystems in commercial aircraft were examined to determine RF
interference susceptibility.

4. Measurements were made within various compartments of the
BOEING Model 727-100 to determine internal field strength as a function of
external RF fields.

5. Induced voltages, on internal airplane wiring, were measured while
the 727-100 was subjected to external RF energy.

6. The potential hazard from Radio Frequency (RF) penetration, to the
critical subsystems of the aircraft and to the health of the people on-board, was
analyzed.

The following summarizes the main conclusions of this project:

1. RF energy was typically attenuated by 25dB (reduced by a factor of
300) between the outside and the inside of the aircraft (path-loss';

2. Externally induced voltage, on internal aircraft wiring, was measured
and analyzed. A transfer factor (TF) relationship for external fields to internal
wire voltage was derived. The following is an equation for induced voltage as a
function of external field strength (see app6edix F for a detailed derivation of the
equation):

Vw (wire vohage) =V/M (field strength)
1 0 TF/20

An example is shown in the following figure that the RF fields which have been
measured by the FAA around various airports can induce voltages of
considerable magnitude on aircraft internal wiring.
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Combining the transfer factor "valI,es" presented in this report (see section 7)
with the FAA "Predicted Maximun, Field Strength Levels" (see appendix G) may
induce significant and potentially disrupting, or damaging voltages on aircraft
internal wiring and equipment.

Th. RF field levels generated inside the airplane during flight are probably not a
health hazard with respect to passengers and crew because exposure time to
high intensity RF fields is of short duration.

In conclusion, this project has pointed out that RF energy can couple into aircraft
compartments and onto electrical wiring. The extent to which existing RF
sources can impose unwanted electrical signals or voltages on critical aircraft
components during a flyby are shown in the report. It is significant to note that
some of the induced voltage plots in this report display large EMF potentials on
internal aircraft wiring. Modern electrical and electronic systems may not
withstand these potentials without disruption or damage.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a BOEING 727-100 RF TEST PROJECT. The
objective of this test was to measure RF penetration of an aircraft.

This project included literature searches, visual inspections and subsystem
analysis of BOEING 72/s and several other aircraft. Field measurements and
data analysis of RF energy penetration and affects on the subject BOEING 727-
100 were the main objectives of this project.

[he report is divided into nine sections and seven appendices. The scope of
the BOEING 727-100 RF TEST PROJECT is outlined in Section 2. The
approach to performing this work is outlined in Section 3. Open literature were
reviewed for background i:naterial or, subjects closely related to this project as
noted in Section 4. Conclusions were verified both through vis,-al !nspection
(Section 5) of several aircraft types and models and thorough cscussions with
experts from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Section 6 contains a
description of the field tests conducted to determine RF energy penetration.
These tests were conducted at low level RF energy to prevent damage to the
FAA owned and operated BOEING 727-100 test aircraft. Test methodologies
and RF data analysis techniques are discussed in Section 7. The mechanisms
whereby RF energy enters an aircraft are assumed to be linear over the 'ovels
in question and therefore can be extrapolated to high RF energy levcis. Section
8 summarizes the results of the project. Conclusions are presented in section 9.
Appendix A lists a matrix of possible tests, which was prepared and used for
guidance in the selection of the final tests. Appendix B contains a detdiled list of
test equipment and computer software used in the data analysis. Appendix C
contains a set of selected and labeled photographs of the test equipment or
setups along with various views of the aircraft and components. Appendix E
contains a detailed presentation of the Transfer factors derived from the test
data. Appendix E presents a complete set of available test data.

A derivation of induced voltage on internal wiring as a function of field str -ngth
incident upon the external surface of the aircraft is presented in appendix F.
Appendix G presents predicted maximum peak field strength levels at several
international airport environments.
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2 SCOPE OF WORK

The work scope was to study the affects of RF energy peneirdti.n on certain
BOEING 727s and other similar aircraft, and to conduct a field test of RF energy
penetration on the subject FAA BOEING 727-100.

2.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

The objective of the BOEING 727-100 RF TEST PROJECT was to determine the
susceptibility of a BOEING 727-100 and similar aircraft to Radio Frequency
Interference (RFI).

2.2 WORK EFFORT

The five steps of the project work effort were:

1. A literature search was made of RFI affects on aircraft, with respect to
aircraft manufacturers, the U. S. Government, and others in the private sector.

2. A visual inspection was conducted of various aircraft built since the
1950's to determine if changes have been made, since manufacture, which
might include susceptible systems such as add-on microprocessor subsystems.

3. A study was made of the subsystems in commercial aircraft to
determine which are most susceptible to RFI.

4. Measurements were made on a BOEING Model 727-100 to determine
the internal field strength and induced RF signals on typical airplane wiring
produced by external RF fields.

5. An analysis was performed of some of the hazards RF penetration
may cause to the critical subsystems of the aircraft and to the health of the
people on-board the aircraft
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3 APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

3.1 LITERATURE SEARCH AND REVIEW

Perform a lterature search of previous work done in this field by aircraft
manufacturers, by the U. S. Government, and by the private sector.

3.2 VISUAL INSPECTION

Make a visual inspection of various types of aircraft built since the 1 950's to
determine if changps have been made to the aircraft since they were
manufactured which might include microprocessor based subsystems.

3.3 SUBSYSTEM SUSCEPTIBILITY STUDY

Review aircraft operation, maintenance, design manuals and drawings to
determine which subsystems in commercial aircraft are most likely to be
susceptible to RFI.

3.4 FIELD TESTS

Perform field measurements on a BOEING 727-100 to determine outside RF
penetration and the levels of induced RF signals on some of the critical wiring
inside the aircraft. These measurements can be done at low RF energy levels
and extrapolated linearly to high energy RF levels.

Analyze the data from the field measurements to determine the hazards RF
penetration may cause to critical subsystems and to the health of the people on-
board the aircraft. Then calculate the RF power levels that might penetrate the
aircraft with enough energy to disrupt or even damage aircraft subsystems. And
finally determine if there are any high energy RF sources (i.e., radar
installations) that might disrupt or damage subsystems if the aircraft flies near
the RF source.

3-1



4 LITERATURE SEARCH AND REVIEW

4.1 TECHNICAL ARTICLE SEARCH AND REVIEW

Technical articles were searched and reviewed for information regarding
Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP), Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC), lightning,

rnd RF interference to aircraft, electronic equipment, and electronic
components.

4.1.1 Open Literature Review

A library of several hundred technical articles from the open literature on the
subject of Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is maintained at SCIENTECH,
Inc. and Eyring Research Institute, a subcontractor on this project. This library
was reviewed in its entirety for articles that provided information helpful to
BOEING 727-100 RF TEST PROJECT.

This literature search revealed articles on electronic component failure
thresholds due to electromagnetic energy, articles on effects on aircraft due to
lightning, commercial test procedures for RFI and EMC measurements, and
even a review of the problems with US commercial aircraft operations.

4.2 AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS MANUALS. MAINTENANCE MANUALS. AND
DESIGN DRAWINGS REVIEW

Operations manuals, maintenance manuals and design drawings of various
aircraft types were reviewed to determine the classes of aircraft and the
subsystems that would be critical to causing an aircraft to become inoperable.

4.2.1 Assessment of Aircraft Suscepotibility to High Energy RF Fields

Commercial aircraft were categorized into three design types and their
susceptibility to high energy RF fields was assessed. The three classes are:

Class 1: Commercial aircraft designed in the 1950's and
built in the 1960's (such as the C141 and 707).

Class 2: Commercial aircraft designed in the 1960's and
built in the 1970's (such as the 727, 737, 747,
DC-8, DC-10, L1011).

Class 3: Commercial aircraft designed in the 1980's which
are just now being built (such as the 757, 767,
and the European A-320 Airbus).

4.2.1.1 Class 1 Aircraft Susceptibility to RFI

RFI problems exist in this class. Design notes on drawings indicate that
changes were made to systems to overcome RFI. A C1 41 was inspected by the
BOEING 727-100 RF TEST PROJECT team at Robbins Air Force Base in
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Georgia and maintenance people there reported RFI problems. A good
example is that the exciter cables had to be shielded to prevent RFI from
interfering with starting the aircraft engines and to prevent other equipment from
being interfered with when the engines were being started.

Many types of navigation equipment have been added to this class of
equipment. The added navigation equipment has evolved from vacuum tube to
the latest microprocessor controlled technology. This class of equipment is a
mixture of the old, later, and latest types of electronic equipment. It has been
reported that the latost navigational equipment has interfered with and been
interfered with by many of the other aircraft subsystems, which has caused
many modifications to be made to the aircraft to reduce the RFI problem.

This class of aircraft therefore is known to have RFI problems and may be

susceptible to high energy RF fields.

4.2.1.2 Class 2 Aircraft Susceptibility to RFI

Efforts were made in the design of Class 2 aircraft to deliberately reduce the
susceptibility to RFI. Specific mention of some of these efforts are noted on the
design drawings. However, the latest microprocessor navigational equipment
has also been added to Class 2 aircraft; and equipment modifications similar to
those made in Class 1 aircraft had to be made to reduce new RFI problems. For
the most part, Class 2 aircraft are designed to use relay logic controls which
should be relatively immune to RFI. However, there are some semiconductors
in critical areas of the aircraft subsystems. Plastics were used in Class 2 aircraft
design as contact separators in relays, as hermetic seals on switches, and as
insulation on wires. Plastic covered wires break down almost instantaneously
in the presence of high energy RF fields in the laboratory, causing sparks and
short circuits. Consequently, Class 2 aircraft may be susceptible to high energy
RF fields.

4.2.1.3 U,.ass 3 Aircraft Suscetibility to RFI

Class 3 aircraft have had strict design requirements to prevent RFI because of
the extensive use of microprocessor control systems that do not have cable or
hydraulic manual backup systems. The microprocessor control systems are
known to be susceptible to RFI; however, the design limits, even with design
safety factors, seldom are tested beyond one to ten volts per meter field
strength. Malfunctions of systems when flying over radar facilities have been
reported by pilots.

Class 3 aircraft are also using more and more lightweight composite (graphite
and plastic) materials in place of aluminum. The composite materials provide
less shielding against RFI than aluminum, thus making the aircraft more
susceptible to RFI penetration. Therefore, Class 3 aircraft may be susceptible to
high energy RF fields.
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4.2.2 Conclusions of Aircraft Susceptibility to High Energy Fields

It must be stated at the outset that environmentally sealed aircraft made of
aluminum with very small window openings are reasonably well protected
against RFI, let alone being susceptible to the point of rendering the aircraft
inoperable. In addition, the older aircraft (Class 1) are made with mostly
mechanical systems (cables and pulleys or hydraulics and valves) to control
every subsystem on the aircraft that is critical to maintaining flight. There are
very few electronic subsystems; most of them are transducer systems for
measuring rather than controlling fuel levels, position of valves, etc. However,
these systems are not well protected against RFI.

As discussed, navigational equipment was added to this class of aircraft. The
navigational systems are more electronic in nature and therefore are probably
more susceptible to high levels of RF energy. However, the navigation systems
are not critical for continued safe flight and landing even though the
navigational systems are probably more easily disrupted by RF energy.

C!ass 2 aircraft designs are in some ways less and in other ways more
susceptible to RFI than the older Class 1 aircraft designs.

The latest aircraft designs (Class 3) may be susceptible to RFI than the older
Class 1 and 2 aircraft designs.

Even though an aircraft is to some degree susceptible to RF energy it is well
protected by being environmentally sealed for the most part by a metal
covering. The remaining question is what are the specific subsystems that
might be affected by RFI.

4.2.3 Review and Classification of Critical Systems and Wiring Susceptible to RFI

For Class 3 airplanes, a preliminary hazard assessment of these systems is
usually conducted by the airframe manufacturer and presented to the FAA for
approval. This process identifies the critical systems installed in a particular
airplane model. These systems are then analyzed and tested to determine their
failure modes and susceptibility to RFI.

It is generally believed by experts in the electromagnetic compatibility field that
the primary means by which RFI disrupts airborne electronic/electrical
equipment operation is through the coupling path provided by the electrical
wiring. The coupling of radiated energy through the equipment enclosure,
which is generally made of aluminum (although with apertures), is believed to
be relatively minor because the electromagnetic fields internal to the airplane
are already attenuated by the airplane structure.

Electrical wiring is located throughout the airplane and depending upon its
location, will be exposed to different levels of RFI for transmitters external to the
airplane. Wiring may be installed in the following locations:
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* Completely enclosed in a compartment without apertures such as the
avionics bay;

• Enclosed within the pressurized fuselage but with apertures provided
by cockpit and passenger windows and door seals;

* Outside the pressurized fuselage but in areas with limited apertures
such as fuel quantity sensors in the fuel tanks;

• Outside the pressurized fuselage with some protection from external
sources such as engine mounted wiring enclosed by the engine cowlings;

° In locations with little or no structural shielding such as in wheel wells
or on landing gear struts.
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5 VISUAL INSPECTION

The BOEING 727-100 RF TEST PROJECT team interviewed FAA personnel,
physically inspected several aircraft in detail, and briefly inspected many other
aircraft to verify consistency among and between aircraft models and
manufacturers. The results of these interviews and inspections are summarized
in the following sections.

5.1 C141 AT ROBBINS AIR FORCE BASE (CLASS 1 DESIGN AIRCRAFT)

The on-site inspection team found several interesting things about a C141. It
was noted that the air intake system on the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) had a
motor operated cover with an electric position sensor. If this cover was closed
the APU would automatically shut down. The position sensor switch was visible
from the outside of the aircraft and possibly susceptible to RF energy causing
the switch to fail and to shut down the APU.

5.2 BOEING-727-100 OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE FAA

Several days were spent inspecting in detail a B-727-100 at an FAA facility.

5.3 OPERATING AIRCRAFT INSPECTION

With the aid of a maintenance supervisor three model B-727-1 00 aircraft and
five model B-737 aircraft were briefly inspected while in operation at a major
airport. It was verified that the susceptible subsystems listed in Section 4.2.3.
had not appreciably changed for each of these aircraft.

There were variations in components between the aircraft depending on the
model and the year they were built, but the components performed the same
functions. The reviewed aircraft varied in manufacturing date from the 1960's to
the 1980's.

5.4 FAA EXPERT INTERVIEW

The FAA National Resource Specialist (NRS) in aircraft electrical/electronic
systems was interviewed primarily to provide information on the Class 3 type of
aircraft design. In these interviews it was confirmed that Class 3 aircraft design
is probably more susceptible to RF energy and is the subject of present
Electromagnetic Interference/Radio Frequency Interference/Electromagnetic
Compatibility work by the FAA.

The Class 3 designs were so called "fly-by-wire" designs which means that
engine controls, flight controls, etc. are controlled by signals through wires and
do not have mechanical cable and pulley back-up systems. Therefore, there
are more subsystems critical to causing the aircraft to become inoperable if
failures occur in addition to each subsystem being more susceptible to RFI.
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6 FIELD TESTS

The logarithmic ratio of RF power (in dB) in the air inside of the aircraft to the RF
power in the air outside of the aircraft (in dB) will be called the RF path-loss of
the aircraft. It is also of interest to determine the level of RF energy that is
coupled onto the wiring of the aircraft. The logarithm of the ratio of RF power on
a wire of the aircraft to the RF power in the air outside of the aircraft will be a
type of RF transfer factor.

To measure these transfer relationships without causing damage to an
operating aircraft, the measurements have to be made at low RF energy levels.
Assuming that the transfer relations are linear with respect to energy level, the
high energy transfer relationships should remain the same from low energy
levels to high energy levels.

The transfer factors were measured over the frequency range of 1 MHz to 2.5
GHz on a predetermined number of wires and in a predetermined set of
locations inside an aircraft. The test points are detailed in a test matrix (see
section 6.2 and appendix A). The measurements were taken using a data
acquisition system designed for this test.

6.1 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF FIELD TESTS

A commercial B-727-1 00 aircraft owned and operated by the FAA was
subjected to low level RF fields and the RF transfer factors were determined.
The tests were conducted using a data acquisition system. The locations where
measurements were taken is shown in graphical form in relation to the aircraft in
figure 6.1.1.

The field tests data acquisition system is composed of an RF transmitter
transmitting energy to a set of transmit antennas over the frequency range of 1
MHz to 2.5 GHz. A set of receiver antennas measure the RF power in the air
both outside and inside of the aircraft. A spectrum analyzer records the
information from the receive antennas and from probes connected to wires in
the aircraft. The transmit and receive operations are controlled and recorded by
a computer control system.

The impedances of the circuits connected to the wires of the aircraft were
measured by a network analyzer and also recorded by the computer control
system.

The points inside and outside of the aircraft and the wires where measurements
were made were determined in advance as a test matrix (see tables 6.2.1 and
6.2.2 for reduced test matrix and appendix A for full test matrix).

The field tests were performed at an FAA facility. The field tests were made over
a period of eleven days in December of 1986.
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6.1. 1 Descrition of Tvical Field Test Data Set

The data set was obtained in the following steps.

1. Transmit antennas were located ten meters from the aircraft (for
example in position T1 behind the left wing of the aircraft (see figure 6.1.1).

2. The receive antennas appropriate for each frequency range were
placed in the cockpit in position R6.

3. The power was gradually raised for each frequency band until the
maximum received field strength measured on the spectrum analyzer
approached 1 volt/meter (so as not to exceed the limits set by the FAA). The
receive antennas were rotated and moved to obtain some relative indication of
maximum field strength. This maximum was found to be pointed at the transmit
antennas and near the center of the aircraft.

4. A set of data was taken and recorded.

5. A calibration measurement was taken at the same power levels as the
data set in step 4. This was done by placing the set of transmit antennas and
the set of receive antennas opposite each other at a distance of ten meters.
This calibration measurement was performed on a cement pad away from all
buildings and encumbrances. This provided a reference field strength taking
into account the path-loss due to the separation of the antennas.

6. In some cases, data were taken with the receive antennas positioned
one at a time just outside of the aircraft, with the transmit location at the same
point as when the receive antennas were on the inside of the aircraft as in step
4 above. This field strength measurement would include perturbations of the
signal due to reflections from the aircraft. These reflections were somewhat
changing and not the most meaningful data, but were taken for completeness.

7. The recorded data sets, taken outside and inside, were measured in
dBM and subtracted to give the path-loss data. No antenna factors were
required to be used because the receive and transmit antennas were identical.

8. The path-loss was then plotted by the computer providing a separate
data plot for each band of frequencies.

6.2 CONDUCT OF FIELD TEST

The data acquisition system was designed, assembled from off the shelf
equipment, and programmed. The equipment was shipped to the test site and
the measurements were made. The test matrix and the data acquisition system
are described in the following Sections. Photographs of the test equipment,
various views of the aircraft, and photographs of some of the aircraft critical
components are shown in appendix C as photographs 1 through 32. Brief
descriptions of these photographs are contained in appendix C.
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6.2.1 Test Matrix Summary

The test matrix is composed of a set of frequency bands which are lettered A-S
and are the columns of the test matrix. The locations and descriptions of each
test are the lines of the test matrix and are numbered 1-152. The test matrix is
too large to print in matrix form on a reasonable size paper so it is written with
the frequency bands as one list and the measurement locations as a second
list. An original matrix which was very inclusive was prepared and is given in
appendix A. This matrix was reduced to the critical measurements that were
necessary without being excessively redundant and which could be
accomplished in the ten days of testing allotted. The reduced matrix is
presented in tables 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. An explanation of the vertical and
horizontal columnar numbering system is given in appendix A.

Table 6.2.1
Reduced Test Matrix Horizontal (Column) Dimension

Frequency Frequency Antenna Antenna
Band Range Depto Number

1 - 35 MHz HF Monopole 1
A 1 - 35 MHz HF Loop 2
B 20 - 300 MHz Biconical 3
C 200 - 600 MHz Log Periodic No. 1 4
D 600 MHz - 1.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 1 4
E 1 - 1.5 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
G 1.5 - 2.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
H 2.0 - 2.5 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5

6.2.2 Description of the Data Acquisition System (DASI

The DAS system is shown in figure 6.2.1 and is composed of six subsystems.

6.2.2.1 Computer Controller and Data Storage Unit

The computer controller (shown in figure 6.2.1 as node 1 and in photograph 3 in
appendix C) furnishes the signals to the IEEE-488 interface controllers which
will start, synchronize, and stop the RF transmitters, spectrum analyzer, and
network analyzer. The computer controller also captured all the data digitally
and stored the data on floppy discs.

6.2.2.2 RF Transmitters and Antennas

The RF transmitters and antennas subsystem (shown in figure 6.2.1 as nodes 2
and 3, and in more detail in figure 6.2.2, and in photographs 4 and 5 in
appendix C) are composed of two signal generators and six separate power
amplifiers each for a specific frequency range. The signal generators are swept
through their specific frequency range sequentially, thereby covering the entire
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Figure 6.2.3 Field Test Receive Node
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frequency spectrum required. As the power amplifiers are switched in and out
by the computer controller (or by hand when prompted by the computer
controller), their respective antennas are also switched.

6.2.2.3 Spectrum Analyzer

The spectrum analyzer is a self contained unit with RF receiver functions,
computer controls, and data storage capabilities (shown in figure 6.2.1 as node
4 and in more detail in figure 6.2.3, and in photograph 6 in appendix C). The
spectrum analyzer received the swept RF signal and digitized all data received
both from the antennas and the direct line measurements. The data from the
spectrum analyzer is transferred over an IEEE-488 bus via a fiber optic link to
the computer controller for permanent storage.

6.2.2.4 Network Analyzer

The network analyzer (node 6 in figure 6.2.1, and in photograph 6 in appendix
C) provides impedance information at selected test points for the frequencies
being swept. This digital data is also transferrea to the computer controller via
an IEEE bus using a fiber optic link for permanent storage.

6.2.2.5 IEEE-488 Interface Controllers and Fiber Optic Interconnecting System

The IEEE-488 interface controllers allow the computer to control the signal
generators, the spectrum analyzer, and the network analyzer. To insure that
therc are no RF signals taken inside the aircraft by the cables connecting the
various instruments inside and outside the aircraft, fiber optic cables are used to
penetrate the aircraft.

6.2.2.6 Software Control System

The software control system is, for the most part, written for the IBM AT to control
and analyze data of the type gathered in this test program. All software
programs are recorded and available for future uses.

6.2.3 Equipment and Software Used

A complete list of the equipment used in the receive, transmit, and control nodes
and the software used to analyze the data is provided in appendix B.
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7 RF ENERGY DATA ANALYSIS

The RF energy was measured and the data were used to calculate both the RF
"path-losses" into the aircraft and the "transfer factor" relating to induced RF
voltage onto aircraft wiring.

7.1 TRANSFER FACTOR AND PATH-LQSS THEORY AND MEASUREMENT

The data acquired from these tests are presented in the form of "path-loss" and
"transfer factor" relationships. Path-loss is defined as the difference
(attenuation), in dBM, between a reference measurement outside the aircraft
and data measurpments at certain locations inside the aircraft.

The transfer factor is a measure of induced RF energy on aircraft wiring related
to RF field strength external to the aircraft. The transfer factor, as determined,
was the actual induced RF energy measured on aircraft wiring related to
measure RF field from a reference antenna external to the aircraft (see figure
7.1.1)

Path-loss and Transfer factor are tools which predict levels of RF within
compartments and on wiring respectively when the aircraft is bathed in external
RF fields of known strength.

7.1.1 Definition of the Path-Loss

The path-loss is measured in dB in order to cover the large dynamic range. The
path-loss (PL) is defined as:

PL = Pt - Pr (1)
where,

Pr = power recorded by a 494P spectrum analyzer at free-air
reference test point, in dBM and;

Pt = power recorded by a 494P spectrum analyzer inside an
aircraft compartment.

The path-loss relationship is thus the difference of power (or field strength)
external to the aircraft and the power received internal to the aircraft. The path-
loss is then the attenuation, expressed in dB, of the external field.

7.1.2 Transfer Factor (TF) Derivation

A transfer factor (TF) of the same form as the antenna factor was derived to
provide a relationship for interpretation of induced voltage on aircraft internal
wiring as a function of external RF field (see appendix D for a detailed
derivation of the individual elements of the transfer factor, TF). Figure 7.1.1 is a
diagram of the test setup.
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Figure 7.1.1 Test Setup - Measurement of Induced Voltage
on Aircraft Internal Wiring

Assumptions inherent to the derivation are:

1. Field strength at the rcference receiving antenna equals field strength
at aircraft surface;

2. Measurement inaccuracies, due to probe impedance, were not
factored into the analysis.

From the antenna manufacturer data sheet (see appendix D), the equation for
the antenna factor is:

dBlV + AF = dBgV/M (2)

where:

1. dBp.V is the voltage at the output of the reference receiving antenna,
into a 50 ohm load, in dB referenced to 1.0 IV (V'r in the following equation);
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2. AF is the antenna factor in dB (see sample manufacturer's data sheet
in appendix D);

3. dBlIV/M is the field strength at the receiving antenna, in dB referenced
to 1.0 gV/meter.

A similar relationship can be derived for externally induced voltage on internal
aircraft wiring. The relationship is as follows:

dBgVw + TF = dBp.V/M (3)

where:

1. dBliVw is the voltage, induced on aircraft internal wiring, into a xl0
probe (500 ohms), in dB referenced to 1.0 gIV (V'w in the following equation);

2. TF is the transfer factor, in dB;

3. dBi±V/M is the field strength, in volts/meter, incident on the external
surface of the aircraft, in dB referenced to 1.0 IgV/M.

The field strength incident on the external surface of the aircraft is assumed to
be equal to the field strength at the reference antenna. Therefore, equating the
two expressions yields the transfer factor (TF):

dBl.Vr + AF = dBiVw + TF (4)

TF = dBp.Vr-dBgVw+ AF (5)

Since a Tektronix 494P Spectrum Analyzer was used to measure the output of
the reference antenna as well as the voltage induced on the internal aircraft
wiring, the equation for the TF may be expressed as follows (when the units are
converted to dBM):

TF = P'r - P'm + AF - 20 (6)

where:

1. TF is the transfer factor, in dB;

2. P'r is the power reading, measured by the Tektronix 494P, in dB
(referenced to 1 mw), at the terminals of the reference antenna (see figure 7.1.1
and D-1 respectively);
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3. Pm is the power reading, measured by the Tektronix 494P, in dB
(referenced to 1 mw), connected through a xlO probe to internal wiring of the
test aircraft (see figure 7.1.1 and D-1 respectively);

4. -20 is a conversion factor, in dB;

5. AF is the Antenna Factor, in dB, from the antenna manufacturer's AF
versus Frequency chart (see appendix D).

7.2 TRANSFER FACTOR AND PATH-LOSS MEASUREMENT AND
CALCULATION METHODOLOGY

Measurements were taken with the data acquisition system. The data was used
to calculate the transfer factors and path-losses according to the theoretical
equations just described. The measurement and calculational methods are
described in the following sections.

7.2.1 Transfer Factor Measurement MethodolQgy

7.2.1.1 SPectrum Analyzer Data

The measurement of the RF voltage (in dBM) on a test probe or on a receive
antenna is collected and digitized by a spectrum analyzer. The computer
control system collects, stores, and graphs this information as a function of
frequency.

7.2.1.2 Network Analyzer Data

To avoid the necessity of measuring every point on a wire where the RF energy
might cause some failure, the impedance of a wire was measured which
provided the information necessary to describe the wire as a transmission line.
Having the transmission line impedance vs. frequency for a wire, the voltage at
one frequency at any point on a transmission line can be calculated knowing
the voltage at the same frequency at any other point on the transmission line.

The impedance measurement as a function of frequency is obtained by using a
network analyzer which is a self contained instrument which generates a small
signal on a wire and calculates the resulting digital real and complex
magnitudes of pulsed impedance vs. frequency over the frequency range of 1-
200 MHz. Measurements of impedance above 200 MHz were deemed
impractical in the test aircraft environment. The computer control system
collects, stores, and graphs this information.

7.2.2 Transfer Factor and Path-Loss Calculation Methodology

The data from the spectrum analyzer was collected and recorded on floppy disk
by the computer control mode. These data were plotted versus frequency and
printed out. The plot frequency from 1 MHz to 2.5 GHz requires seven graphs.
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7.3 DATA ANALYSIS

The data from the spectrum analyzer, network analyzer, and the calculated
transfer factors and path-losses are analyzed as defined in the following
sections.

7.3.1 Spectrum Analyzer Data

Figure 7.3.1 is a typical graph of spectrum analyzer data. The vertical axis is
voltage measured on an antenna in dBM. The horizontal axis is frequency.
This particular graph is a sweep of frequency from 20 MHz to 300 MHz using a
biconical antenna. There are seven graphs for each frequency sweep of 1 MHz
to 2,500 MHz. Th. date and time the data was recorded is shown also.
Numerous graphs were made for various antenna locations and probes on
wires taken at various locations (see tables 6.2.1 and 6.2.2). These raw data
are not contained in this report but are archived for reference purposes in the
SCIENTECH BOEING 727-100 RF TEST PROJECT files.

7.3.2 Network Analyzer Data

Figure 7.3.2 is a typical graph of network analyzer data and photograph 7 in
appendix C shows a typical display. The vertical axis is divided into two parts.
The lower half is the magnitude of the real part of the impedance on a wire
measured in ohms. The upper half of the vertical scale is the magnitude of the
imaginary part of impedance measured in ohms. The horizontal scale is
frequency. This graph covers a sweep frequency of 0.1 to 50 MHz. It takes two
graphs to cover from 0.1 to 200 MHz. All of these graphs are also archived for
reference and are not contained in this report.

7.3.3 Transfer Factor and Path-Loss Data

The transfer factors and path-losses were calculated from the spectrum
analyzer data according to the equations in Section 7.1.1 and are presented
here in graphical form. There are two types of data: (1) antenna outside of the
aircraft to antenna inside of the aircraft (path-loss), and (2) antenna outside of
the aircraft to a probe on a wire in the aircraft (transfer factor). First the antenna
path-losses and then the probe transfer factors will be presented.

7.3.3.1 Antenna Path-Loss Data

Figures 7.3.3 to 7.3.8 are antenna path-loss. The vertical scale is the transfer
ratio in dB. The horizontal scale is frequency from 1 MHz to 2,500 MHz. Each
figure is labeled according to the position of the antenna outside of the aircraft
and the position of the antenna on the inside of the aircraft. The test number
corresponding to the test matrix is shown in parenthesis after the title of each
figure. The label in parenthesis next to the position description corresponds to
the transmit and receive locations shown in figure 6.1.1.
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The antenna path-losses show the decrease in signal levels due to going
through the skin, windows, seams, etc. of the aircraft in decibels. In figure 7.3.3,
the RF energy was transmitted directly at the right side of the cockpit at window
height.

40 102A__A.AA.
Transmit Node - H Side of Cockpit (T7)

30 Receive Node - Cockpit (R5) -

"Ieference RO l1.S....
20

-. 10 ..........

-0 'A I J

S.-0 . -.. ....

-40

-50
-60 "-- -- - - - -- - ,_ , , - . i

1 10 100 1000 2500

FREQUENCY (MHz)

Figure 7.3.3 Antenna Path-Loss Function (Test 102A)

The signal levels were measured outside of the cockpit and compared to the
signal levels inside of the cockpit. The figures have peaks and valleys which
correspond to the freqi'encies where the aircraft dimensions resonate. The
major resonant dimensions correspond to the length of the aircraft
(approximately 5 MHz) and the cabin dimensions (approximately 35 MHz).
Other peaks occur at dimensions of windows, seams, etc. In this figure, the
average loss in the low frequency range (1 - 150 MHz) is about -12dB. The mid
frequency range (150 - 1,000 MHz) averages about -5dB. The high frequency
range (1,000 - 2,500 MHz) averages about -8dB.

Compare figure 7.3.3 to figure 7.3.4 where the transmitter is moved from outside
of the cockpit to the left rear of the aircraft under the left engine. The major
difference is in the high frequency range. When the transmitter was aiming in
the windows of the cockpit the high frequency range came through the windows
with an average loss of -8dB. When the transmitter was in the rear, the loss at
the high frequency range was more like an average of -20dB. A loss of 20dB
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means a loss of a factor of 100. This means that the signal level inside of the
aircraft will be 100 times smaller than the signal outside of the aircraft.

143 A-SA.A A.

I j4jTr ansmit Node - Under LH Engine (T

.vIL11LP I Re ree rrice RO LS_ (
::Il'f I. I 'I' ii ~

~~~~il-ll- " ' 'k-4~T ,,,!

4i; y7I.I I __ _ _ I"L11.. 1
-80

1 10 100 1000 2500

FREQUENCY (MHz)

Figure 7.3.4 Antenna Path-Loss Function (Test 143A)

Figure 7.3.5 and figure 7.3.6 were taken for information of special interest to the
1 " 'AT c-- were, w,' ote ,h low ranje an r kh ;"-- r

mid range was not swept (represented by the straight line on the figures).
Figure 7.3.5 was measured in the tirst class seating area with the outside

,-)ncm;ttt-r in tho r,".- . This shows thaf thie freo ncies r(ti'a to h,_m r,
passengers are sc far below those in the cockpit area that passengers D-: wvi'
protected.

Figure 7.3.6 was taken in the equipment bay which is under the floor of the first
class seating area. Most of the navigational equipment is instaiied :n tills
equipment bay. The low frequencies are reduced in this protected area but the
higher frequencies are about the same as the first class seating area.

Figure 7.3.7 and figure 7.3.8 are measured in the mid section of the aircraft with
transmitter antennas in front of the cockpit and at the rear left side. The low
range of frequencies hold at about -15dB. The mid frequency range varies from
about -1 5dB in the front to -30dB in the rear. The high frequency range is about
-25dB for both.
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40 149AS. AAA.
Transmit Node - Under LH Engine (TI)
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Figure 7.3.5 Antenna Path-Loss Function (Test 149A)
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Figure 7.3.6 Antenna Path-Loss Function (Test 150A)
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Figure 7.3.7 Antenna Path-Loss Function (Test 142A)
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Figure 7.3.8 Antenna Path-Loss Function (Test 151A)
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In summary, it appears from the antenna measurements that at a frequency of
about 2 GHz, the average attenuation in the cabin areas where critical
components could be damaged is about -25dB or a loss of about a factor of
300.

7.3.3.2 Probe Transfer Factor Data

Figures 7.3.9 to 7.3.19 are probe transfer factors. This transfer factor is a
relationship of the power measured by a voltage probe and an impedance
probe on a wire of the aircraft to the field strength (watts/meter 2 ) measured on
an antenna outside of the aircraft (in decibels). The vertical axis is in dB and the
horizontal axis is in frequency from 1 MHz to 2,500 MHz. The titles, antenna
position and test number are shown in the same way as described for the
antenna transfer factor figures.

Figures 7.3.9 and 7.3.10 are measured in the wheel well area. Figure 7.3.9 is
measured with the probe on the APU off switch wire at pin I of the connections
to the switch. Figure 7.3.10 is a verification that the signal in the probe picked
up directly is not larger than the signal from the wire. Note: the straight line from
300 to 1,000 MHz and from 1,550 to 2,000 MHz means that no data was taken
in this frequency range. This probe on/probe off test is repeated in various
places in the aircraft and is denoted by the letter A after the test number for
probe on and the letter B for the probe off.

The signal on the APU off switch wire, even though the wire location is outside
of the aircraft, is many orders of magnitude lower than the signals on antennas
inside of the aircraft.

Figures 7.3.11 through 7.3.13 are taken inside of the left engine cowling with
the transmitter thirty feet to the left.

Figures 7.3.14 through 7.3.19 are taken on wires in the cockpit with the
transmitter sometimes near the cockpit and sometimes under the left engine as
indicated on the figures.

Almost all readings of RF energy picked up on the wiring are below -40dB at the
low frequencies and below -60dB at the high frequencies.

These probe attenuation measurements indicate that the RF signal is
attenuated nearly a million times and therefore it is not probable that damage
will be caused by this mechanism except where antennas bring the RF energy
directly into subsystems.

Because the probe transfer factors are so well attenuated, a detailed analysis of
each figure will not be made. One exception to this is that on figure 7.3.12 there
is a tremendous peak at 25 MHz on the wire that controls the opening and
closing of the air valve for the engine. The engine cannot be started even with
"shorepower" if this air valve is closed. This peak may be due to RF reflections
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Figure 7.3.9 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 002A)
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Figure 7.3. 10 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 002B)
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Figure 7.3. 11 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 093A)
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Figure 7.3.12 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 095A)
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Figure 7.3. 13 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 095AA)
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Figure 7.3.14 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 126A)
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Figure 7.3. 15 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 1 334)
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Figure 7.3.16 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 1 384)
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Figure 7.3.17 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 1380)
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Figure 7.3.18 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 144A)
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Figure 7.3.19 Probe Transfer Factor (Test 145A)

from the aircraft and the cowling of the engine. However, a probe off
measurement was taken to determine what was really on the wire versus the
probe pickup and the peak was 10 dB higher on the wire. Nevertheless, some
caution on interpretation of this peak must remain until empirical tests can be
made.

7.4 HEALTH HAZARDS

Comments on health hazards are discussed in the following sections.

7.4.1 Personnel Health Hazard

The 1982 American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard for maximum
public and occupational exposure to RF allows 0.4 watts per kilogram of body
weight averaged over the entire body for 6 minutes. For average body size, the
published limits of RF power versus frequency are:

Frequency Maximum Exposure Power
1 MHz - 1 GHz ..................... 10 (Watts/meter squared)
1 GHz - 100 GHz ................. 60 (Watts/meter squared)

In the frequency range near 2 GHz, 60 watts per meter squared is allowed for
six minutes by the ANSI standards. The levels projected from this report may be
above this level but not for the six minute maximum, since the aircraft would
easily fly past the most intense RF fields in much less time than six minutes.
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7,5 SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS

The attenuation of external RF fields penetrating an airframe varies greatly.
This data supports a conservative attenuation value of approximately -25dB (or
a factor of 300). It should be noted that some locations show virtually no
attenuation (wheel wells, cockpit, next to windows, etc...).

It is therefore possible to encounter external fields of sufficient intensity to
induce potentially disruptive or even damaging voltages into the airplane
electronics. This might take place at virtually any location on the aircraft.
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8 SUMMARY

BOEING 727-100 RF TEST PROJECT was successfully completed. A brief
reiteration of major results is given before the specific conclusions are
discussed.

8.1 Literature Search

The project began with a literature search of material concerning such topics as
EMI; RFI; EMC; affects of EMI on aircraft and aircraft components; and, aircraft
systems critical to the safe operation of the aircraft. The results of the literature
search are as follows:

1. Aircraft systems are susceptible to RFI. Older aircraft designs
are susceptible to RFI but not to the same degree as newer aircraft
designs. Aircraft designed in the 1980's are fly-by-wire designs
containing microprocessor control systems without backup mechanical
cables and pulleys and may be more susceptible to RFI than older
designs.

2. The APU control circuits as well as wiring from systems
affecting the airplane's air/ground sensing (i.e. squat switch), are visible
in the main wheel well area when the wheels are lowered and are
therefore more susceptible to RFI.

8.2 Aircraft Inspection

When the literature search was completed several different types of aircraft
were inspected including C1 41, B-727-1 00, and B-737 with the help of the FAA.
From these inspections it was determined that wiring external to the fuselage for
systems such as the APU and air ground sensing were very similar and
exposed in the wheel well area when the wheels are lowered.

8.3 Field Test

A commercial B-727-100 aircraft owned and operated by the FAA was tested at
low levels of RF energy and it was determined that RF energy was attenuated
by a factor of about three hundred (-25 dB) by the skin of the aircraft at low
microwave frequencies.

8.4 Health Hazards

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has set a standard for human
health hazard to RF energies. According to the latest ANSI standards, RF fields
that would be encountered inside of the aircraft as it flies over intense RF fields
at low microwave frequencies would not exceed the minimum health hazard
levels for exposures of ten seconds or less.
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9 CONCLUSIONS

Commercial aircraft such as a 727-100 are susceptible to RFI. The attenuation
of RF fields from outside of the aircraft to the inside is about a factor of 300 (-
25dB). This means that fields greater than one volt per meter are possible
inside of the aircraft (one volt per meter is the tested "safe level" or "qualified"
status of the instruments in a BOEING 727-100). Current generation aircraft are
more susceptible to RFI than older designs of aircraft due to extensive use of
spnsitive electronic controls.

Because of the short times that people will be exposed to RF fields inside of the
aircraft (as the aircraft flies over intense RF fields) the potential health hazard to
personnel inside of the aircraft is very low.

The most significant technical aspect or finding of this effort is predicted induced
voltage on internal wiring.
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APPENDIX A
FULL TEST MATRIX

This appendix contains an explanation of the nomenclature used in the full test
matrix originally designed for BOEING 727-100 RF TEST PROJECT. The full
matrix is given in tables A.1 and A.2 because it is too large to fit on a single
sheet of paper. The full matrix shows the maximum number of measurements
which would have constituted a complete test. It was reduced at the time of the
test to eliminate redundancy and to stay within the allotted test time. The
reduced matrix is contained in the main body of the report as tables 6.2.1 and
6.2.2.

The test matrix is a two-dimensional matrix. The horizontal or column
dimension contains the frequency bands through which the transmitter
frequency is swept and the description of the type of antenna used for each
frequency band, and is shown in table A.1. The frequency bands are lettered
"A" through "S" with the addition of one band which is labeled "(-)". The type of
antenna on both the receive and the transmit system has to be switched for
each frequency band.

The vertical or line dimension represents a list of test points on the aircraft which
are numbered 1 - 152 and are shown in table A.2. For each test number the
location of the control node, the transmit node, the position of each of the five
types of transmit antennas, and the receive node position (all five types of
receive node antennas are located at the same position) are listed. It is further
noted whether the test is an antenna test (also receive antenna node), a probe
test on the spectrum analyzer (voltage or current probes), or a network analyzer
impedance measurement (only one of the four types of measurements is listed
for each test number).

There are three test equipment nodes as mentioned above. These nodes and a
description of their positions are listed next. The position numbers are
coordinated with the drawing shown in figure 6.1.1.

A. The three equipment carts called nodes are.
1. Control Node
2. Transmit Node
3. Receive Node

B. The Control Node Location is:
Cl. Left side

C. The Transmit Locations are:
T1. Under LH engine
T2. 15 feet behind tail on LH side
T3. Under RH wing
T4. Left side facing engine No. 1
T5. At tail
T6. LH side near equipment bay
T7. RH side of cockpit
T8. Under left elevator
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D. The Receiver Locations are:
Ri. Under LH wing
R2. Under RH wing
R3. Tail stair case
R4. Equipment bay (antenna only)
R5. Cockpit
R6. First class passenger area
R7. Tourist class passenger area
R8. Engine No. 1

Table A.1
Full Test Matrix Horizontal (Column) Dimension

Frequency Frequency Antenna Antenna
Band Rage Dsription Number

1 - 35 MHz HF Monopole 1
A 1 - 35 MHz HF Loop 2
B 20 - 300 MHz Biconical 3
C 200 - 600 MHz Log Periodic No. 1 4
D 600 MHz - 1.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 1 4
E 1 - 1.5 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
F 1.2- 1.8 GHz Log Perodic No. 2 5
G 1.5 - 2.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
H 2.0 - 2.5 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
1 2.5 - 3.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
J 3.0 - 3.5 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
K 3.5 - 4.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
L 4.0 - 4.5 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
M 4.5 - 5.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
N 5.0 - 5.5 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
O 5.5 - 6.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 1r
P 6.0 - 6.5 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
o 6.5 - 7.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
R 7.0 - 7.5 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
S 7.5 - 8.0 GHz Log Periodic No. 2 5
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APPENDIX B
EQUIPMENT LIST AND SOFTWARE

Equipment Description Manufacturer MQdel No.
1.Rx Node
Spectrum Analyzer Tektronix 494P
Coax Switch - 6p Dow-Key 780602
IEEE-488 buss. conv. IOtech Extender 488
Buss - Fiber Optic BB FO-232
HF-MW Voltage Probe Tektronix P-6056-9, 6057-9
HF-MW Current Probe CT 1-08, 1-09,
w/adapter
HF-VHF Clamp C. Probe BCP 511
Active Antenna SAS 200/550
HF-VHF Antenna SAS 200/542
UHF Antenna SAS 200/530
UHF Antenna SAS 200/510
Microwave Antenna SAS 200/511
Fiber Optic Cable 1
HF-VHF Network An/S HP 3577A

2. Tx Node
HF Signal Generator WaveTek 2002
Microwave Sig Gen HP 8350
Microwave RF Plug-in HP 83595
HF-UHF PreAmp ENI 603L
HF Power Amp ENI 5100LA
UHF Power Amp Ailtech 15100B
Microwave PreAmp HP 8349A
Microwave TWT PA Hughes 8020H01
Microwave TWT PA Hughes 8020H02
RF MilliVoltmeter Boonton 92A w/Loads
Coax Switch - 6p Dow-Key 780602
Coax Switch - 6p Dow-Key 116-220202
Coax Switch - 2p Dow-Key 780702
HF Loop Antenna Locally Fabricated
Equipment Description Manufacturer Model No.
2. Tx Node (continued)
HF Vertical Antenna Locally Fabricated
HF-VHF Antenna SAS 200/541
UHF Antenna SAS 200/512
Microwave Antenna 1 SAS 200/511
DC Supply AE 95-513
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3. Control Node
Computer Controller iBM PC-AT
Printer Okidata MicroLine 294
IEEE-488 conv.-3 IOtech Extender 488
Buss - Fiber Optic 2 BB FO-232
Expansion Hardware IOTECH Pers 488

SOFTWARE
1. Control Node Software

Menu System
Custom Test Software
Fastback
Quick Basic 3.0

2. Software used to Analyze Data
Plot program written for the project is archived in the SCIENTECH project
file.
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PHOTOGRAPHS

NUMBER DESCRIPTION
1 Honolulu FAA staff.

2 FAA 727 - N77.

3 Computer control node display of DAS selection menu.
4 Transmit Node Frequency Generators.

5 Transmit Node cart (right), Receive Node carts (left).
6 Receive Node equipment, Network Analyzer (left),

Spectrum Analyzer (right).
7 Typical Network Analyzer Display.
8 Transmit Node with antennas below engine number 1

(location T1).
9 Transmit Node at location T1.

10 Receive Node under left wing near wheel well

(location R1).
11 Receive dipole antenna near left wheel showing open

equipment bay (location R1).
12 Transmit antennas at right side of cockpit (location T7).
13 View from cockpit of transmit antennas positioned

at right side of cockpit (location T7).
14 Engine number 1.

1 5 Air start valve on engine number 1 (Test 95A).
16 Ceiling of wheel well with viewport and wheel well

heat-sensing wire.
1 7 Wheel well heat sensor, Test 20.
1 8 Wheel well heat sensor, Test 20.
19 APU fire switch in wheel well, Test 5.
20 APU off switch with probe on, Test 2.

21 APU off switch with antenna, Test 1.
22 Right side of wheel well near APU exhaust door switch.

23 APU exhaust door rwitch under right wirg,
24 View of pilot's ir',trunents showir 'ei c ,ed engq -,

fire switches at top cf A,rto.
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PHOTOGRAPHS (continued)

NUMBER DESCRIPTION
25 View showing panel to engine fire switches removed

for access to wiring.
26 Engine fire switch wiring in cockpit.
27 View of flight engineer's instrument panel.
28 Connector for fuel indicator on flight engineer's

panel.
29 Probe measurement of fuel indicator at flight

engineer's panel.
30 Circuit breaker panel in rear of cockpit with one

tray open.
31 APU stop switch in cockpit.
32 DC electrical buss in cockpit.
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Field Strength in dBjIV/METER

REFERENCE

qz7 ANTENNA

10 Meters Dist.nc TEKTRONIX
TRANSMI:TTER 494F

Pr in watts SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Vr in volts
V'r in d~gN P'r in dBM or power in watts

referenced to 1 .0 rnw in dB

TRANSMITTER P6 in dBM or power in watts

referenced to 1.0 mw in dB

TEKTRONIX
494P

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Pm in watts

Vm in volts
,1m in dgiiV

Field Strength in dBpV/METER

))))) 0 PROBE
10 Meters Distance ~PW in watts

Vw in volts
ARCRAFT Vw in dBgV

WIRING

Figure D-1 Detailed Test Setup - Measurement of Induced Voltage on
Aircraft Internal Wiring

The two basic equations:
dBl.Vr + AF = dBgIV/M (D-1)

dBgVw + TF = dBigV/M (D-2)
where:

1. dBlgV r is the voltage, at the output of the reference receiving antenna,

into a 50 ohm load (Tektronix 494P), in dB referenced to 1.0 giV;

2. AF is the antenna factor in dB (see sample manufacturers data sheet);
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3. dBgV/M is the field strength in volts/meter at the receiving antenna, in
dB referenced to 1.0 g.V;

4. dBgVw is the voltage, induced on aircraft internal wiring, into or

measured by a xl 0 probe (500 ohms), in dB referenced to 1.0 lLV;

5. TF is the transfer factor, in dB;

6. dBgV/M is the field strength, in volts/meter, adjacent to the external
surface of the aircraft and at the receiving reference antenna, in dB referenced
to 1.0 gV.

These two basic equations may be equated since the reference antenna and
the external surface of the aircraft are illuminated by equivalent electromagnetic
fields:

dB.Vr + AF = dBgVw + TF (D-3)

Next, the unknowns, dBgVr and dB4Vw, are solved in terms of measured
power, in dBM, on the Tektronix 494P screen. For the reference antenna (see
figure D-1):

1. Power at the input to the 494P is:

=V 
2

P r =_L ; Watts

500 (D-4)

2. Power as measured on the Tektronix 494P is:

Pr 1 ioizgIo(j- -PMJ) (D-5)

= lOogo(-w)/50)
(D-S)

Pr 10LOgl0o J "! (D-6)

Next, solve for Vr' (dBV):

10-- LOg 51o°!- (D-7)

[1- - Loglo1l0] = Logio(. 5 ) (D-8)

Log 1 10 = Logo (Yvri)
D-- (D-9)
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S= 0.05(10) '  (D-10)

v 10 .3

Vr - (10T) (0-12)

Converting Vr to dBJ.V (V'r):

I Pr- 13\

vr = 20 L0 (-14)

V; = 20 Logo(O(o10 ) (D-15)

= Logio(10pr+107 (D-16)

V; = (P; + 107) (dBl.IV)r (D-17)

Solving for Vw:

xl 0 Probe Ph) (Power - dBM)

Pw (Power in watts) 450n
Vw (Voltage involts)

Wire Under Measurement Vw (dBuiVw) i
- -494P I 50

Pm (Power at 494P terminals)
Vm (voltage in volts
Vm (dB4Vw)

Vm = 10P 13 (D-18)

VW= 1OVm (D-19)

m*7
= 10!2 (D-20)
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Converting Vw to dBi.V w (V'w):

VW = 20 Loglo,0 !.-10 ) (D-21)

= 20Loglo(1O 20) (D-22)

V= (Po + 127) (dBu±V)w (D-23)

From the initial equations:
TF = dBgVr + AF - dBgVw (D-24)

TF V'r + AF - V'w (D-25)

TF P'r + 107 + AF - (P'm + 127) (D-26)

TF Pr" P'm + AF - 20 (D-27)

Figure D-2 shows a typical manufacturer antenna factor chart.
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APPENDIX E
TEST DATA
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Air-To-Wire Data Reduction

The derivation of the air-to-wire transfer factor, Xtf, was addressed in the main
body of the report (see Section 7). In brief, it was demonstrated that the transfer
factor could be expressed as:

Xtf(dB) = Reference data(dB) - Probe data(dB) + Antenna Factor(dB)

+ Constant- 10* Lod 4 5 0 + Im ped

For practical applications, the last two terms of the correlation may be replaced
with a constant value of -20:

Xtf(dB) = Reference data(dB) - Probe data(dB) + Antenna Factor(dB) - 20

The probe and reference data were gathered with a programmable Tektronix
494P Spectrum Analyzer. The evaluation of the transfer factor for any given test
configuration requires not only probe and reference data, but the incorporation
of antenna factors and the impedance of the wire under investigation (as-well-
as a constant, -13). Ficure E-1 illustrates the implementation of the various data
required to calculate Xtf. Figure E-2 shows the frequency dependance of the
antenna factors over the entire frequency spectrum employed in the field tests.

Table E-1 lists the associated data files for each air-to-wire test. The probe and
reference data for a given test each consist of two data files per frequency band
(*.WAV, and .*.WBV). The *.WAV files contain the raw probe and reference data

gathered with the Tektronix 494P Spectrum Analyzer. Before the data were
used in the calculation of Xti, it was necessary to convert the data to engineering
units, and frequency stamp each data item, using the test parameter ihformation
contained in the *.WBV files.
The network analyzer data are contained in three files for each test (*.WAV,
*,WDV, *.WBV). The *.WAV and *.WDV files contain the frequency dependent
real and imaginary impedances of the test wire. The *.WAV and *.WDV files
were used in conjunction with the test parameter information contained in the
*.WBV file to determine the total impedance of the wire (wire impedance is
required for evaluating the transfer factor) and to frequency stamp each data
item. Figures E-4 through E-23 present the complete set of available air-to-wire
data.
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'" 3 -COSTANT

w

NE'WORI< ANALYZER DATA IS CONVERTED
TO TOTAL WIRE IMPEDANCE (AND FREQUENCY

RSTAMPED) PRIOR TO CALCULATING THE TF

0
:TOTAL IMPEDAKENETVVRKANALYZER

O ' IMAG

1 I { I It I I I Ik i l III I

-AFRE = REAL

ATEN FACOR

IrrANTENNA FACTORS OBTAINED
F FROM ANTENNA MFG

FRBE

:a REFEFr=EEliACE+4

REFERENCE AND PROBE DATA ARE
FEO3 CONVERTED TO ENGINEERING UNITS

AND FREQUENCY STAMPED PRIOR
TO TF CALCULATION.

-TRANSFER FACTO

LL (SEE SECTION 7 AND APPENDIX D
1-117711FOR DERIVATION)

Figure E-1 Air - to - Wire Transfer Factor Calculation Sequence
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Air-To-Air Data Reduction

The air-to-air data are used to evaluate the path-losses associated with RF
penetration of various aircraft components. By definition, the path-loss is
calculated as:

Path-loss(dB) = Antenna data(dB) - Reference data(dB)

Table E-2 lists the associated data files for each air-to-air test. As with the air-to-
wire data, the results of each air-to-air test (antenna data and reference data)
are stored in two data files for each frequency band investigated, a *.WAV file
for raw data and a *.WBV file which contains test parameter information. Figure
E-3 portrays graphically the utilization of the antenna and reference data for
Faclan aath-loss. Fiares E-24 through E-32 represent the complete set of
valatin al oss.

Copies of the air-to-wire and air to air data files are available on IBM (3.5" or
5.25") or Macintosh formatted diskettes upon written request to:

SCIENTECH, Inc.
Dept. 2003

P.O. Box 1406
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1406
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APPENDIX F
DERIVATION OF INDUCED VOLTAGE
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Using equation (3) of section 7.1.2:

dBliVw + TF = dBgV/meter (F-1)

and converting from dBV to volts:

20 Loglo -- + TF = 20 LOgloV/Mi
V/M (F-2)

Loglo (LogVw = I-VMI- 2I2 Log o 0lO)

10-6 Lj lO'61 20-5

W1 0  "61 (F-3)

Lgo LogOLogl TV 9101 OT120(F-4)

10-6  L1 oTF/20 (F-5)

Vw =V/M (volts)
1 oTF/20(F-6)
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PREDICTED
MAXIMUM INDUCED VOLTAGE

DATA PLOTS
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APPENDIX G
PEAK RF FIELD STRENGTH AT VARIOUS

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS
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AIRCRAFT EME - RESULTS
PREDICTED MAXIMUM PEAK FIELDS STRENGTH LEVELS

COMPOSITE OF INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS*

COMPOSITE OF US, UK AND
FRENCH ENVIRONMENTS:

1OVM'SELECTED AIRPORTS 1 OKV/M

3KV/M 3KV/M

1.8KV/M
1KV/MI*

I 

5(

I / I : :
~ 100V/M /

m,50V/M'

: 15/M i ' : 00H

30Mzz 500M z 20H

2Kzi3MHZ : ,4GHz,'
IV/ II.i

I10KHz I100KHz I MHz 10MHz 100MHz 10Hz 100Hz

FREQUENCY

Figure G-1 Peak Field Strength of Selected Take-off/Landing Environment
Within US, UK and France

*By Alexander Gross of the DOD Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis

Center
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